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Multi-Scale Turbulence Injector: a new tool to generate intense
homogeneous and isotropic turbulence for premixed combustion
Nicolas Mazellier∗†, Luminita Danaila and Bruno Renou∗
UMR 6614 CORIA, INSA et Université de Rouen, BP 08, 76801 St. Etienne du Rouvray, France
Abstract Nearly homogeneous and isotropic, highly turbulent flow, generated by an original multi-
scale injector is experimentally studied. This multi-scale injector is made of three perforated plates
shifted in space such that the diameter of their holes and their blockage ratio increase with the down-
stream distance. The Multi-Scale Turbulence Injector (hereafter, MuSTI) is compared with a Mono-
Scale Turbulence Injector (MoSTI), the latter being constituted by only the last plate of MuSTI. This
comparison is done for both cold and reactive flows.
For the cold flow, it is shown that, in comparison with the classical mono-scale injector, for the
MuSTI injector: (i) the turbulent kinetic energy is roughly twice larger, and the kinetic energy supply
is distributed over the whole range of scales. This is emphasized by second and third order structure
functions. (ii) the transverse fluxes of momentum and energy are enhanced, (iii) the homogeneity and
isotropy are reached earlier (≈ 50%), (iv) the jet merging distance is the relevant scaling length-scale of
the turbulent flow, (v) high turbulence intensity (≈ 15%) is achieved in the homogeneous and isotropic
region, although the Reynolds number based on the Taylor microscale remains moderate (Reλ ≈ 80).
In a second part, the interaction between the multi-scale generated turbulence and the premixed
flame front is investigated by laser tomography. A lean V-shaped methane/air flame is stabilised on
a heated rod in the homogeneous and isotropic region of the turbulent flow. The main observation is
that the flame wrinkling is hugely amplified with the multi-scale generated injector, as testified by the
increase of the flame brush thickness.
Keywords: homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, multi-scale injection, premixed combustion.
1 Introduction
In the framework of turbulent premixed combustion, the morphology and the properties of the flame
are essential inputs for combustion models. In particular, finite rate chemistry effects as well as flame
front wrinkling and straining resulting from the competition between turbulence and combustion have
to be accurately modeled to produce reliable predictions [1]. These requirements led to the concept
of the so-called combustion diagrams (see e.g. [2] and [3]) which are derived from a phenomenological
approach comparing the different time-scales and length-scales involved in the turbulence/combustion
competition. Despite of their doubtless interest in combustion modeling, combustion diagrams are
based on severe assumptions:
(i) the turbulence is considered as being non affected by heat release (frozen turbulence). However,
the complex interaction between turbulent structures and the flame front (pre-heated and reaction
zones) is not well interpreted by standard combustion diagrams [4].
(ii) the turbulent flow is considered as homogeneous and isotropic. This assumption allows to describe
the turbulent flow properties using a reduced set of parameters (usually large-scale variables).
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(iii) criteria and regime limits are not determined from accurate estimations but rely on order-of-
magnitude approximations.
One of the objectives of works dedicated to turbulent premixed combustion was to improve the
concept of combustion diagrams and therefore to lead to relevant combustion models. Experimentally,
huge efforts were made to reproduce the different flame regimes. Unfortunately, this task requires to
generate highly turbulent flows for which the homogeneity and isotropy assumptions are not fulfilled
[5, 6, 7]. Numerically, recent advances in Direct Numerical Simulation (e.g. [8, 9]) provide a much
deeper comprehension of the combustion physics by investigating the local flame structure. The con-
frontation of such approaches with reliable experimental data represents therefore a promising way to
bring new insights in combustion modeling. From the experimental point of view, the main challenge
is to conciliate highly turbulent level with homogeneity and isotropy properties.
Grid-generated turbulence, commonly recognised as nearly homogeneous and isotropic, has received
a large attention over the past century since the precursory work of Batchelor & Townsend [10]. Al-
though this kind of flow has been extensively studied, it remains an ideal (and easy to be produced)
candidate to identify and model the underlying physics of turbulence and combustion. Corrsin [11]
provided a comprehensive review of grid-generated turbulence, which is produced by the passage of a
stream through a grid with a specific pattern. The flow contraction imposed by the section reduction
(with a blockage ratio σ quantifying the ratio between the blockage area and the wind tunnel’s section)
at the grid location induces mean velocity gradients, implying turbulent kinetic energy production.
Far away from the grid, turbulence decays and becomes nearly homogeneous and isotropic. By adding
a secondary contraction downstream the grid, Comte-Bellot & Corrsin [12] succeeded in improving
global isotropy. The main disadvantage of standard grid-generated turbulence lies in its inability to
reach high turbulence intensity (few percents) and therefore is restricted to moderate Taylor-based
Reynolds numbers Reλ.
Numerous attempts have been dedicated to produce homogeneous and isotropic turbulence at high
Reynolds numbers. Gad-el-Hak & Corrsin [13] developed a grid equipped with jets injecting air either
in co-flowing or in counter-flowing configurations. They found that the counter-flowing configuration
was able to produce a more intense turbulence (with Reλ ≈ 150) than the standard grid, by also
keeping a good homogeneity and isotropy. In the nineties, Makita [14] and later Mydlarsky & Warhaft
[15] succeeded in generating highly turbulent flow using active grids (Reλ ≈ 150 − 1000). Active grids
are made of small wings mounted on a standard grid frame. The rotation of the wings is controlled
by independent step motors which can be driven either in synchronous or random mode. Active grids
produce an isotropy level which is slightly worse than that of the standard grid-generated turbulence.
However, broad inertial ranges were revealed on energy spectra, attesting of the efficiency of such a
device. More recently, Hurst & Vassilicos [16] investigated turbulence generated by passive fractal grids
made from the reproduction of a given pattern at different scales. For a square pattern, they reported
high values of turbulence intensity (8%), as well as large Reynolds numbers (Reλ ≈ 150−450) although
the blockage ratio of the fractal grids (≈ 25%) is much lower than standard regular grids (≈ 34%). The
isotropy level was comparable to that of active grids and the homogeneous and the isotropic region
appeared further away than for the standard grid-generated turbulence.
The purpose of the present work is to create experimentally a nearly homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence, with a large turbulence intensity. We investigate an original turbulence generator made of
the combination of several perforated plates. It is worth to mention that turbulence manipulation by
grid/screen combination is not a new concept. Tan-Atichat & al. [17] and later on Groth & Johansson
[18] investigated the turbulence reduction with combination of screens and perforated plates. The effi-
ciency of their turbulence “manipulators” was tested for various upstream conditions. They found that
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the energy decay was accelerated through the interaction between the incoming turbulence and the
small-scale turbulence generated by the “manipulators”. However, to our knowledge, no attempt has
been devoted to amplify turbulence by using grid/screen combination, which is the aim of the present
work.
The paper is organized as follows. The experimental facility and the measurement techniques are
described in section 2. The characteristics of both the original multi-scale injector and a reference
injector are presented in section 3. The main properties of turbulence at large- and small-scales, as well
as the interaction with premixed combustion are discussed in section 4.
2 The experimental set-up
2.1 The wind-tunnel facility
Experiments were carried out in an open-loop vertical wind-tunnel with a square test section (8×8cm2)
adapted to the study of steady combustion [19], see Figure 1. The test section is 40cm long and is
equipped with optical access. In non-reactive configuration, the working fluid is air supplied by a
network of compressed air, regulated via a mass flow meter/controller Bronkhorst (F-206AI).
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the wind-tunnel facility.
The flow is directed to a divergent-convergent settling chamber constituted of glass balls bed,
honeycombs and screens to attenuate residual turbulent perturbations. The flow is then accelerated
through a (11:1) aspect ratio contraction. The turbulence generators are set between the outlet of the
convergent and the inlet of the working section. In the absence of any obstacle, the residual turbulence
level is as low as 0.4% in the working section. The inlet velocity U∞ computed from the mean flow rate
and the test section area is imposed to 3.7m/s.
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In the following, we use the notation (u, v, w) for denoting the velocity components in the (x, y, z)
directions. The origin of the streamwise direction x is taken at the outlet of the turbulence generator.
2.2 Velocity measurements
Velocity field is investigated by two independent optical methods: Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV )
and Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV ). A schematic representation of the experimental set-up is given
in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). During measurements, the wind-tunnel is seeded with olive oil droplets
generated by a particle-seeding apparatus and injected far upstream of the working section. The
average diameter dp of the olive oil particles is close to 1µm, as separately calibrated with a Malvern
diffractometer. The Stokes number Sk = τpfη comparing the particle response time τp =
d2p
18ν (with ν
the kinematic viscosity of the fluid) and the Kolmogorov’s frequency fη =
U
2πη (with η the Kolmogorov
scale and U the mean flow velocity), is much lower than 0.1 ensuring a good flow tracing. The seeding
rate was adjusted to ensure good droplet density and homogeneity during optical measurements.
Figure 2: Top-views of the PIV (a) and the LDV (b) configurations.
2.2.1 PIV system
The spatial velocity field in non-reactive configuration is investigated via PIV with a Nd-Yag laser (Big
Sky laser, 120 mJ/pulse, 532 nm) as light source. The vertical laser sheet coincides with the middle
plane of the working section corresponding to the (x, y)-plane (see Figure 2(a)). Light scattered from
olive oil droplets is collected on a CCD camera (FlowMaster LaVision, 12-bits, 1280×1024pix2) with a
50 mm f/1.2 Nikkor lens. The magnification ratio is of 16 pix/mm, which leads to a physical field of view
of 80mm× 64mm. Particle images are post-processed with the standard commercial package available
in Davis 6.2 (LaVision Company). Velocity field computation is based on a multi-pass algorithm with
adaptive window deformation. The starting and final interrogation windows are imposed to 64pix2 and
16pix2 respectively with 50% overlapping giving a final map of 160×128 vectors. According to [20], the
spatial resolution of the PIV system is about 2.25mm. We estimate that the final interrogation window
ranges between 10 and 25 times bigger than the Kolmogorov scale η. Due to the poor spatial resolution,
PIV results will be used to investigate the large scales of the flow. To ensure statistical convergence,
a total of 3500 images are acquired for each configuration. Both optics and camera are mounted on
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a 3D traversing system allowing to displace the investigated frame along the entire working section.
An overlap of almost 1/3 between the different frames is imposed in order to check the continuity of
statistics.
2.2.2 LDV system
Three-component LDV, with a 8W Argon-ion laser (514.5nm, 488nm and 476.5nm) as light source, is
used to measure local velocity statistics with a good temporal resolution. Data are collected in forward
scatter mode at 25◦ off axis (see Figure 2(b)) and processed with an IFA755 processor (TSI) set in a
non-coincident single measurement per burst mode. Signals are then digitized and stored on computer
hard-drive via ICA-LDV32.net software. For each measurement, several parameters (laser intensity,
photomultiplier intensity, filtering window ...) are carefully adjusted to maximize the mean data rate
fs which ranges between 12kHz and 22kHz. The minimum sampling rate fs varies between 0.6 and
2.6 times the estimated Kolmogorov’s frequency fη =
U
2πη . Each optic fiber is clamped on independent
high precision linear stages allowing to superimpose accurately the three measurement volumes. The
LDV spatial resolution ℓη (with ℓ the typical size of the LDV measurement volume) is estimated to
range between 0.6 and 1.8, which is at least 10 times better than PIV. For each station, 8×106 samples
are throughout acquired (almost 1/3 per channel). The associated measurement time ranges between
5 × 104 and 25 × 104 integral time-scale ensuring the statistical convergence. The LDV system is
mounted on a 3D traversing system controlled by computer. Measurement points are taken along the
tunnel centreline and downstream the centre between two successive holes.
2.3 Flame structure characterization
Figure 3: (a) Front-view of the Tomography configuration. (b) Typical example of binary flame front
image obtained by thresholding.
In reactive configuration, methane/air mixture is used with an equivalent ratio φ = 0.6. A 2D
stationary V-shaped flame is stabilised on a tiny heated rod (1mm in diameter) placed in the middle
plane of the test section (see Figure 3(a)). The heated rod position, denoted xrod, is located in the
homogeneous and isotropic region of the turbulent flow. Downstream the rod location, the lateral walls
of the tunnel are removed to avoid flame/wall interaction. In order to minimize the effect of lateral
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mixing layers on flame properties, we focus on the very near-field of the heated rod. The flames are
visualised by laser sheet tomography with the same light source as for PIV. The reacting flow was
seeded with olive oil droplets which evaporate at the entrance of the flame front. The instantaneous
two-dimensional flame surface was obtained by differentiation, on the flame recordings, of the dark and
bright areas, representing burned and unburned states respectively. The flame images are recorded with
a PIV camera using identical magnification ratio with that of the PIV. For each image, the contours of
the turbulent flame (which physically correspond to the instantaneous location of the isotherm 500K)
are extracted with an edge detection algorithm using an adaptive and smoothing procedure. Figure
3(b) shows a typical example of the resulting binarized image where white areas correspond to fresh
gases, while black regions represent the burnt gases (and therefore the flame). A total of 1000 images
were acquired to determine the Reynolds average properties of the flame.
3 The turbulence generators
3.1 The reference injector
In the present work, turbulence is generated by perforated plates either alone or in combination via
a multi-scale injector which is the novelty of the paper. Each plate is characterised by both a hole
diameter D and the mesh sizeM and spans the entire wind tunnel. The holes are circular and arranged
in a triangular network as shown in Figure 4(a). Moreover, the perforation is straight over the entire
thickness of the plates and the holes network is chosen such that the tunnel’s centreline coincide with
a hole centre. A typical illustration of a perforated plate is given in Figure 4(b).
Figure 4: (a) Hole pattern. (b) Typical example of perforated plate.
The amount of turbulent kinetic energy injected by each plate is controlled by the pressure drop
∆p [23]:
∆p =
1
2
f(Re)KσρU
2 (1)
with ρ the fluid density, U the mean velocity in the x direction, f(Re) an empirical function and
Kσ =
1− (1− σ)2
(1− σ)2 . (2)
The function f(Re) becomes constant (≈ 0.5 for screens) for high enough Reynolds number [18].
Prior to the manufacturing of the new multi-scale device, a single perforated plate was chosen and
used as a reference injector. The geometrical properties of this reference injector are given in Table 1.
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By opposition to the multi-scale injection, the reference injector produces a mono-scale forcing of the
flow and relies on the so-called turbulent energy cascade to transfer the injected energy from large-scales
to small-scales. The reference injector is therefore called MoSTI (Mono-Scale Turbulence Injector) in
the following.
D (mm) M (mm) σ Kσ
15 24.7 0.67 8.18
Table 1: Geometrical characteristics of the mono-scale injector (MoSTI)
Considering technical constraints (tunnel’s size for instance), the mesh size M has been fixed to
about 1/3 of the tunnel side. The blockage ratio, σ = 0.67, is situated at midway between that usually
reported for bi-plane grids (σ ≈ 0.34) [12] and that used by Villermaux & Hopfinger (σ ≈ 0.9) [22]. The
latter observed sustained jet-oscillations over large distance downstream the grids that are not present
in our study.
3.2 The multi-scale injection concept
The multi-scale injector we have designed is built from a combination of N perforated plates. In the
present work, for simplicity we have chosen only three plates (N = 3). Moreover, one of them is the
same as that for the MoSTI.
Figure 5: Schematic representation of the Multi-Scale injector (MuSTI ).
As shown in Figure 5, the three plates are shifted in space such that both hole’s diameter Dj and
mesh size Mj increase in the mean-flow direction (where subscript refers to the j
th plate). This device
generates a space-delayed (or time-delayed) multi-scale forcing of the flow and is therefore refered to
as MuSTI (Multi-Scale Turbulence Injector) in the following. The concept of this multi-scale injection
can be easily represented in wavenumber space (see Figure 5). Following the flow, small-scales (high
wavenumbers) are first excited, then medium-scales and finally large-scales (low wavenumbers). Using
this arrangement, we aim to experimentally produce a multi-scale forcing in wavenumber space, thus
mimicking a cascade process. In other words, each perforated plate j is expected to inject a specific
spectral energy Ej(k) at given injection wavenumbers k. This approach has already been developed, for
instance, by Mazzi & Vassilicos [21] who performed continuous and discrete fractal forcing in stationary
Direct Numerical Simulations. The authors revealed that the turbulence generated was very sensitive to
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the properties of the forcing. From Figure 5, one can remark that the complete design of the multi-scale
injector requires three independent geometrical parameters:
1. the mesh size Mj ,
2. the spacing Lj between plates j and j + 1,
3. the pressure drop constant Kσj .
It is important to notice that the hole’s diameter Dj and the blockage ratio σj are functions of both
Mj and Kσj .
3.3 The final design of the multi-scale injector
The geometrical parameters of the last perforated plate being fixed (identical to those of the MoSTI ),
it remains to choose those of the two first plates. The approach we have adopted to choose the triad
(Mj,Kσj and Lj) of those plates has been based on the investigation of the turbulence generated
downstream by various perforated plates used alone.
3.3.1 The mesh size Mj
The mesh sizeMj controls the typical length-scale of energy-contained structures generated downstream
the plate j. This is emphasized by Figure 6(a) showing the streamwise variation of the longitudinal
integral length-scale Λu (≡
∫∞
0 Ruu(h)dh with Ruu the longitudinal velocity autocorrelation coefficient
and h the spatial lag recovered from Taylor’s hypothesis) obtained from LDV measurements, down-
stream from various individual plates. It is therefore reasonable to assimilate Mj to the preferential
injection wavenumber k, i.e. k ∼M−1j .
In the present work, the smallest mesh size M1 of the MuSTI corresponds to the Taylor micro-scale
of the turbulence generated by the MoSTI, whilst the intermediate mesh size M2 corresponds to a
characteristic scale of its inertial range.
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Figure 6: Streamwise evolution of (a) the dimensionless integral length-scale Λu/M and (b) the di-
mensionless turbulent kinetic energy q2/(KσU
2) measured on the wind-tunnel’s centreline downstream
various perforated plates used separately. Symbols: ©, D = 6mm and M = 9mm (Re = 1480); ,
D = 8.5mm and M = 12mm (Re = 2100); ▽, D = 15mm and M = 24.7mm (Re = 3700).
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3.3.2 The plate spacing Lj
The plate spacing Lj, which fixes the turbulence state, has to be chosen carefully. Indeed, Lj has to
be neither too short, in order to give time to turbulent structures generated by plate j to have strong
enough turbulence passing through the plate j + 1, nor too long, to avoid the complete dissipation of
those structures. The evolution of the dimensionless turbulent kinetic energy q2 (≡ 〈u2〉+〈v2〉+〈w2〉)
measured with LDV indicates that the best compromise is to set the plate Mj+1 at the energy peak
location of the plate Mj, i.e. Lj ≈ 3.5Mj for this particular kind of plates (see Figure 6(b)). This
distance has been therefore used as the separation between two successive plates for the MuSTI.
3.3.3 The pressure loss coefficient Kσj
Confronting the results of both Figures 6(a) and 6(b) suggests that the individual energy spectrum
Ej(k) (defined by q
2 =
∫∞
0 Ej(k)dk), induced by each individual plate, can be written under the
following form, without loss of generality:
Ej(k) ∼ KσjMjgj(kMj) (3)
where gj(kMj) is a dimensionless function representing the shape of the energy spectrum in the
wavenumber space. As mentioned previously, the goal of the MuSTI device is to reproduce a cascade
process which can be expressed through a power-law:
E(k) =
∑
j
Ej(k) ∼ k−γ (4)
with γ the power-law exponent. Combining Equations (3) and (4) leads therefore to:
Kσj ∼Mγ−1j (5)
This relation implies therefore that the plates constituting the multi-scale injector are self-similar.
The diameter Dj is then simply obtained from the values of both Mj and Kσj for each plate. In the
present work, the power-law exponent γ that we have used is equal to 1.57 which is very close to the
well-known 5/3 exponent reported for 3D turbulent flows [24].
3.3.4 The MuSTI device
Following the steps mentioned hereinbefore, the complete design of theMuSTI device has been achieved.
Its geometrical properties are reported in Table 2.
D1(mm) 3 M1(mm) 4 σ1 0.49 Kσ1 2.84
D2(mm) 6 M2(mm) 9 σ2 0.60 Kσ2 5.25
D3(mm) 15 M3(mm) 24.7 σ3 0.67 Kσ3 8.18
Table 2: Geometrical characteristics of the multi-scale injector (MuSTI ).
The direct comparison between the mono-scale and the multi-scale injectors leads to a couple of
remarks that it is important for the reader to notice and keep in mind:
1. due to pressure loss addition, the total amount of energy injected by the MuSTI is roughly twice
that of the MoSTI (Kσ(MuSTI ) =
∑
j Kσj = 16.27). Inverting the relation given in Equation
9
(2) implies that the equivalent blockage ratio of the MuSTI injector σ(MuSTI ) is about 13%
higher than that of the MoSTI device.
2. for the MuSTI injector, the genesis of the turbulence starts about 45mm (= 3.5M1 + 3.5M2)
upstream from the wind tunnel’s inlet. As we show in the following, this property will strongly
impact the development of the turbulence downstream the injector.
Moreover, we stress that care should be taken in extrapolating the results we present in the following
section as the design of theMuSTI has required to fix several degrees of freedom (γ for instance). Indeed,
one can expect that those variables are of fundamental importance in the development of turbulence
downstream the multi-scale injector.
In the following, for sake of simplicity, the largest mesh size M3 = 24.7mm is used as a reference
length-scale for both injectors.
4 Results and discussion
4.1 The mean flow
In the near-field of individual perforated plates, jets issuing from holes, extend via lateral spreading
and merge at a distance Lm from the plate [22]. A schematic view of the flow developing in the
neighborhood of an individual perforated plate is given in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Schematic representation of the near-field of an individual perforated plate.
This sketch compares very well with the map of scaled mean velocity U(x, y)/U∞ in the lee of the
MoSTI injector given in Figure 8(a). One can remark the presence of recirculating bubbles before the
jet merging as evidenced by the average streamlines.
On the contrary, the average streamlines computed for the MuSTI injector (Figure 8(b)) do not
evidence recirculating bubbles between issuing jets, at least downstream x/M3 = 1.15 (we did not
perform PIV measurements further upstream because of laser light reflexions). This result is the first
illustration of the influence of the multi-scale injection onto the flow development. Furthermore, one
can notice that the normalized mean velocity field U(x, y)/U∞ is quite different in intensity (i.e. colour)
between the two experiments (the same colorbar is used for both injectors).
This observation is highlighted by the spanwise profiles of U/U∞ plotted in Figure 9(a) for x/M3 =
1.15. The profile obtained for the MoSTI injector is characteristic of a potential core (plateau around
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Figure 8: Average streamlines and normalized streamwise mean velocity map U(x, y)/U∞ (coloured
background) in the lee of (a) the MoSTI injector and (b) the MuSTI injector computed from PIV
measurements.
the centreline) surrounded by shear-layers. The latter are responsible for the lateral jet spreading as
shown by the jet expansion compared to the hole’s diameter. One can also remark that the presence
the recirculating bubbles induces negative velocities on the jet boundaries.
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Figure 9: (a) Dimensionless mean velocity profiles (central hole) measured at x/M3 = 1.15 with PIV.
(b) Dimensionless transverse velocity flux measured from PIV at the same location for both injectors.
Symbols: +, MoSTI injector; *, MuSTI injector. The central hole position is illustrated by the vertical
dashed lines.
The jet spreading downstream the MuSTI injector is clearly larger than that of the MoSTI injector.
This behaviour reflects that the lateral shear-layer thickness δ induced by the multi-scale injection is
larger (by about 25% at this location) than that of the reference device. Invoking mass-conservation
principle, this lateral expansion enhancement is followed by a decrease of the centreline velocity Uc =
U(x, y = 0, z = 0) for the MuSTI injector.
This fast expansion of the shear-layers is related to the increase of the transverse velocity flux 〈uv〉 as
illustrated in Figure 9(b). The jet spreading can be interpreted through the simple model of turbulent
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viscosity νt which acts as an effective diffusion coefficient:
〈uv〉 = −νt∂U
∂y
(6)
Due to the anticipated genesis of turbulence through small-scale injection, the MuSTI device accel-
erates the exchange of energy in all directions increasing therefore the transverse fluxes in comparison
with the mono-scale injector. As a consequence, the turbulent viscosity produced by the MuSTI is
about two times bigger than that of the MoSTI.
4.2 Homogeneity and isotropy
One of the main objectives of the present work is to generate a turbulent flow as nearly as possible
homogeneous and isotropic. As shown hereinbefore, the MuSTI enhances the transverse velocity flux
which are of major importance for the redistribution of energy and by the way for homogeneity and
isotropy. It is obvious from Figure 7 that the homogeneity condition can only be satisfied beyond
the jet merging position symbolised by the length Lm. This distance is straightly dependent on the
shear-layers expansion rate and is reached when δ/M3 ∼ 1. The shear-layer spreading results from the
competition between convection and turbulent diffusion characterised by the time-scales τconv ∼ x/U
and τdiff ∼ δ2/νt respectively. Assuming that both time-scales are of the same order of magnitude, it
then comes:
δ
x
∼ Re−1/2t . (7)
with Ret =
Ux
νt
a turbulent Reynolds number. The jet merging conditions (δ =M3/2 and x = Lm)
leads therefore to:
M3
Lm
∼
√
νt
ULm
(8)
This equation illustrates the influence of the turbulent viscosity in the jet merging phenomenon.
The latter should therefore be accelerated when the turbulent viscosity is increased.
The jet merging distance Lm has been experimentally estimated by comparing the streamwise
evolution of the relative difference between the centreline mean velocity Uc(x) and the minimum mean
velocity Umin(x) (corresponding to the centre between 2 successive holes, i.e. y = M3/2, z = 0). For
this purpose, we introduce the dimensionless ratio H such that:
H =
Uc − Umin
Uc
(9)
It is worth to notice that H is a representative criterion to evaluate the flow homogeneity in the
y − z plane. Figure 10(a) shows the streamwise variation of the ratio H for both injectors. On this
plot, the comparison of the PIV and LDV measurements shows a very good agreement.
As expected, in the lee of the injectors, the high values of H reflect the flow inhomogeneity in the
transverse direction. Further downstream, these inhomogeneities are smoothed due to the shear-layer
expansion resulting in the decrease of H which tends towards zero far away from the plate. One can
remark that the transverse inhomogeneity is systematically smaller (tending therefore more rapidly
towards zero) for the MuSTI injector. We define the merging distance Lm as the position where
the ratio H becomes smaller than 10%. This value is illustrated in Figure 10(a) by the horizontal
dashed line. The dimensionless merging distance Lm/M3 is found equal to 5.35± 0.25 and 3.50± 0.02
respectively for MoSTI and MuSTI injectors. It is important to notice that rescaling the streamwise
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Figure 10: Evolution of the ratio H as a function of the streamwise distance x scaled with the mesh
size M3 (a) and with the merging distance Lm (b). The dashed line represents the merging location
Lm. Symbols: +, MoSTI injector (PIV measurements); *, MuSTI injector (PIV measurements); ©,
MoSTI injector (LDV measurements); , MuSTI injector (LDV measurements).
distance x by the merging length Lm permits to collapse very well the ratio H for both injectors as
shown in Figure 10(b).
The global isotropy is commonly evaluated via the factor I defined by:
I =
√
〈u2〉
〈v2〉 (10)
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the streamwise variation of the global isotropy ratio I computed on
the tunnel’s centreline for both injectors. As expected, the flow is strongly anisotropic close to the
injector and then tends to isotropy further away. The MuSTI injector is characterised by a better
global isotropy ratio I than the MoSTI device. Beyond x/Lm = 1, the global isotropy level obtained
for the MuSTI injector is comparable to those reported by Comte-Bellot & Corrsin [12] for different
kind of regular grids without secondary contraction. Moreover, this level is better than the values
reported by Mydlarski & Warhaft [15] for active grids (≈ 1.2) and Hurst & Vassilicos [16] for fractal
grids (between ≈ 1.2 and ≈ 1.4 depending on the grid pattern).
From these quantitative results three conclusions arise:
(i) the multi-scale injection strongly reduces the inhomogeneous and anisotropic region downstream
the injector.
(ii) the nearly homogeneous and isotropic region appears much faster (less than 5M3) than in standard
grid-generated turbulence (40M for low-blockage regular grid for instance)
(iii) the merging length Lm is revealed as a typical scaling length for the two first order moments.
4.3 The one-point kinetic energy budget
The second objective of our new multi-scale injector is to generate intense turbulence level in the nearly
homogeneous and isotropic region. This property can be evaluated via the dimensionless turbulent
kinetic energy q2/U2c measured on the tunnel’s centreline.
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Figure 11: Streamwise evolution of the global isotropy factor
√
〈u2〉 / 〈v2〉 with respect to the streamwise
distance x scaled by the plate’s mesh size M3 (a) and by the merging length Lm (b). Symbols: +,
MoSTI injector (PIV measurements); *, MuSTI injector (PIV measurements); ©, MoSTI injector
(LDV measurements); , MuSTI injector (LDV measurements).
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Figure 12: (a) Streamwise evolution of the dimensionless centreline turbulent kinetic energy q2/U2c with
respect to the streamwise distance x scaled by the plate’s mesh sizeM3. (b) Streamwise evolution of the
dimensionless centreline turbulent kinetic energy q2/(KσU
2
c ) with respect to the streamwise distance
x scaled by the merging length Lm . Symbols: +, MoSTI injector (PIV measurements); *, MuSTI
injector (PIV measurements); ©, MoSTI injector (LDV measurements); , MuSTI injector (LDV
measurements).
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For both injectors, Figure 12(a) shows the streamwise variation of this quantity measured from
both PIV (q2 =
〈
u2
〉
+ 2
〈
v2
〉
) and LDV (q2 =
〈
u2
〉
+
〈
v2
〉
+
〈
w2
〉
). We point out that although the
experimental curves obtained from both techniques reasonably agree, the PIV measurements system-
atically underestimate the turbulent kinetic energy compared to the LDV technique. This difference is
explained by the low-pass filtering of PIV system [20]. Small in the near-field of the injectors because
of the low turbulence level, the discrepancies between PIV and LDV slightly decrease far away from
the plate due to the increase of the Kolmogorov scale η resulting into a better PIV resolution (see next
section).
For both injectors, the turbulent kinetic energy builds up in the vicinity of the latest plate until
a maximum and then decays monotonically. Due to transverse exchange enhancement, the evolution
of the turbulent kinetic energy q2 is much faster for the MuSTI device than for the MoSTI injector.
This is evidenced by the location of the peak of energy which appears much closer to the injector for
the MuSTI device by about 35%. Figure 12(b) evidences the strong dependence between the energy
peak location and the merging length Lm meaning that q
2 decays as soon as the jets issuing from the
plates interact. Moreover, this plot shows that, relatively to the total pressure loss imposed by the
injectors, the turbulent kinetic energy generated by the MuSTI decays much more slowly than that
of the MoSTI. This is a direct consequence of the acceleration of the transverse exchanges due to the
multi-scale injection.
Derived from Navier-Stokes equations [25], the governing equation of turbulent kinetic energy q2
can be expressed, in cylindrical-coordinates, as follows:
− U ∂q
2
∂x
− V ∂q
2
∂y︸ ︷︷ ︸
Convection
− ∂
〈
uq2
〉
∂x
− 1
y
∂y
〈
vq2
〉
∂y︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion
− 2
[〈
u2
〉 ∂U
∂x
+
〈
v2
〉 ∂V
∂y
+ 〈uv〉 ∂U
∂y
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Production
+P − 2ǫ = 0 (11)
where P represents the turbulent kinetic energy transport by pressure and ǫ is the turbulent kinetic
energy dissipation rate per mass unit. The first three terms (Convection, Diffusion and Production)
of Equation (11) can be easily evaluated from PIV measurements. The pressure term P is usually
unaccessible by a direct evaluation and is commonly deduced from the budget of Equation (11). Un-
fortunately, low-pass filtering inherent to PIV system avoids the accurate estimation of the dissipation
ǫ (see e.g. [20], [26]). The spectral corrections recently given by Lavoie & al. [26] are restricted to
homogeneous and isotropic turbulence which is obviously not representative of the injector near-field.
Using the continuity equation and dropping off small terms, Equation (11) simplifies to the following
form on the tunnel’s centreline:
− Uc∂q
2
∂x
− 1
y
∂y
〈
vq2
〉
∂y
− 2 (〈u2〉− 〈v2〉) ∂Uc
∂x
+ P − 2ǫ = 0. (12)
The different terms involved in Equation (12) are plotted in Figures 13(a), 13(b), 13(c) and 13(d)
with respect to the dimensionless distance x/Lm for both injectors. The dissipation ǫ is estimated by
two independent ways:
ǫq = −Convection −Diffusion− Production, (13)
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and
ǫh = 3ν
[〈(
∂u
∂x
)2〉
+
〈(
∂v
∂x
)2〉
+
〈(
∂w
∂x
)2〉]
, (14)
where gradients are inferred from LDV measurements and Taylor’s hypothesis.
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Figure 13: Streamwise evolution of the terms appearing in the budget equation of the turbulent kinetic
energy: Convection (a), Diffusion (b), Production (c) and Dissipation (d) with respect to the normalized
streamwise distance x/Lm for both injectors. Symbols: +, MoSTI injector (PIV measurements); *,
MuSTI injector (PIV measurements); ©, MoSTI injector (LDV measurements); , MuSTI injector
(LDV measurements).
Equation (13) evaluates dissipation through large-scale properties (PIV ), while Equation (14) is a
more direct evaluation through small-scale gradients (LDV ) for which homogeneity is assumed [27].
The estimation of ǫq requires the pressure-related term P to be negligible. This assumption can be
checked by comparing both ǫq and ǫh. Results plotted in Figure 13(d) show that this assumption is
fairly well fulfilled beyond x/Lm > 1, i.e. in the nearly homogeneous and isotropic region.
Although the various terms of the budget equation evolve in a very similar way for both injectors,
some differences remain, especially beyond x/Lm = 0.5. Upstream this position, the lateral diffusion
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term almost compensates the axial convection term which contributes negatively to the turbulent kinetic
energy budget meaning that the mean flow convects energy from low energy regions towards high energy
regions. On the contrary, the lateral energy diffusion brings energy produced in the lateral shear layer
towards the centreline.
Beyond x/Lm = 0.5, convection and diffusion terms change sign. This position coincide with the
end of the potential core (δ/D3 ∼ 1) resulting into a peak of turbulent kinetic energy production which
is compensated by the negative lateral diffusion term. Then, these two terms decrease in magnitude to
become negligible further downstream implying [12]:
− Uc∂q
2
∂x
− 2ǫ = 0. (15)
This equation reflects that in decaying turbulence, the convection term is compensated by the
dissipation. In this region, all terms computed for the MuSTI injectors are higher in magnitude than
those of the MoSTI device.
The results obtained from the study of the turbulent kinetic energy lead to conclusions:
(i) the turbulent energy generated by the multi-scale injection is more intense partly due to an higher
pressure loss.
(ii) the nearly homogeneous and isotropic region is characterised by a very large turbulence intensity
(
√
q2/3/Uc ≈ 15%) compared to standard grid-generated turbulence (≈ 3%).
4.4 Characteristic length-scales and two-point kinetic energy budget
We remind that the main goal of the present work is to develop a new kind of turbulence injector
enable to quickly inject energy over a broad range of scales. The implicit idea is to act onto energy
transfer by modifying the energy’s cascade. The latter is characterised by both the integral length-
scale Λu (computed from the auto-covariance of streamwise fluctuation u) and the Kolmogorov scale η
(≡ (ν3/ǫh)1/4) which are plotted in dimensionless form in Figures 14(a) and 14(b) for both injectors
on the tunnel’s centreline. In the nearly homogeneous and isotropic region, Λu and η increase with
respect to x. For both injectors, the integral length-scale Λu is controlled by the largest mesh size
M3 which can be interpreted as the spanwise interaction distance. However, the integral length-scale
Λu generated by the MuSTI injector is significantly smaller than that of the MoSTI injector. This
observation applies also to the Kolmogorov scale.
Although the turbulent scales generated by the MuSTI device are systematically smaller than those
of the MoSTI injector, the Taylor-based Reynolds number Reλ (≡
√
q2/3λ/ν with λ =
√
5νq2/ǫh the
Taylor micro-scale) of the MuSTI injector is higher (by about 30%) than that of the MoSTI injector
as shown in Figure 15. This is due to the acceleration of cascade exchange allowing to reach isotropic
region with much larger turbulence intensity which compensates the decrease in turbulent length-scales.
Although the values of Reλ reported here remain moderate (≈ 80), one has to keep in mind that the
experimental wind tunnel is quite small in comparison with usual facilities (see e.g. [12] for comparison).
The way the turbulent energy is injected by both devices can be investigated with structure functions
which represent the energy of a scale. These are defined by using spatial increments, i.e. velocity
differences between two space points separated by a vector r:
∆ui(r) = ui(x+ r)− ui(r) (16)
where i designates any velocity component. Under the isotropy hypothesis, the scalar S2q =
(∆q)2(r) ≡ (∆ui)2(r) only depends on r, the modulus of the separation r, and represents the to-
tal kinetic energy of the scale r. These increments are calculated using LDV data, and the separation
17
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Figure 14: Streamwise variation of the normalized integral length-scale Λu/M3 (a) and Kolmogorov
scale η/M3 (b). Symbols: ©, MoSTI injector; , MuSTI injector.
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Figure 15: Taylor-based Reynolds number evolution. Symbols: ©, MoSTI injector; , MuSTI injector.
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r is obtained from the temporal lag, via the Taylor’s hypothesis (the local Taylor’s hypothesis has also
been used, with no significant difference on the results). An important remark is to be done here.
The structure functions calculation from data non-uniformly sampled in time (LDV technique) does
not require an equidistant time-resampling (as it is the case for calculating spectra) unlike Fourier
transform.
In the context of the present work, it is of particular relevance to compare S2q for both devices, see
Figure 16(a), at the same spatial location (here x/M3 ≈ 2). The representation is done as a function
of r/η, where η is the Kolmogorov microscale.
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Figure 16: (a) Second-order structure functions 〈(∆q)2〉. The black dotted line represents the r2/3
scaling. (b) Third-order structure functions divided by the separation r, −〈∆u(∆q)2〉/r. Symbols: ©,
MoSTI injector; , MuSTI injector.
The first thing to be noted is that the MuSTI device presents (approximately twice) higher values
of S2q than those of MoSTI, and this holds for all the range of scales. The large-scale limit (r → ∞)
of S2q is (under the hypothesis of homogeneity) twice the total kinetic energy q
2. The ratio of the
large scale limits (≈ 1.8) fully corresponds to the ratio of the total kinetic energies of both devices. For
both flows, noteworthy are the energy accumulations at large scales, approximately peaking at the scale
400η, corresponding to the injector(s) mesh M3. A further analysis of S2q reveals that both of them
exhibit a restricted scaling range (RSR), for which the scaling is very nearly equal to the asymptotic
value of 2/3 (equivalent to the −5/3 exponent in the spectral space).
A deeper insight into the nature of the turbulent cascade, albeit in the context of local isotropy, is
provided by the third-order structure function −〈∆u(∆q)2〉, where the velocity component u is parallel
to the spatial separation r, taken along the mean flow direction. The mathematical relation between
the second-and third-order structure functions, obtained under the assumption of locally isotropic,
high-Reynolds number turbulence, is e.g. [28],
− 〈∆u(∆q)2〉+ 2ν d
dr
〈(∆q)2〉 = 4
3
ǫr. (17)
For very small scales, it complies with ǫh. Equation (17) signifies that the energy transferred at a scale
r is (only) done through turbulent advection (the third-order term) and molecular diffusion.
Figure (16(b)) represents term −〈∆u(∆q)2〉/r, for both devices. This terms should be equal to the
constant value of 4/3ǫ, for high enough Reynolds numbers. For the MoSTI device, a very restricted
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plateau is present for a range of scales lying between 30−60 Kolmogorov scales. On the contrary, the flow
associated to theMuSTI device exhibits broadened turbulent energy transfer, since term −〈∆u(∆q)2〉/r
is characterised by a plateau much better defined over a range of scales 40 − 150 Kolmogorov scales.
This difference cannot be attributed to a Reynolds number effect because Reλ is roughly the same
(≈ 220) for both devices at this location. This result proves that energy transfer through turbulence
is, at the same spatial position, enhanced by using the MuSTI injector.
As earlier emphasized, Equation (17) is only valid for high Reynolds numbers, and for a limited
range of scales. For moderate Reynolds numbers associated to real flows, it is therefore of interest
to study the scale-by-scale energy transport, by also taking into account large-scale effects (turbulent
diffusion, decay, production). The final equation, also obtained in the context of local homogeneity
(pressure-containing terms are neglected) and local isotropy, writes [29], [30]
− 〈∆u(∆q)2〉+ 2ν d
dr
〈(∆q)2〉 − U
r2
∫ r
0
s2
∂
∂x
〈(∆q)2〉ds
− 1
r2
∫ r
0
s2
[
1
2
(
∂
∂xα
+
∂
∂x+α
〈
(uα + u
+
α )(∆q)
2
〉)]
ds
−2∂U
∂x
1
r2
∫ r
0
s2
(〈(∆u)2〉 − 〈(∆v)2〉) ds = 4
3
ǫr, (18)
where s is a dummy variable and repeated indices indicate summation. This equation could be written,
after dividing by ǫr, in the following dimensionless form
A∗ +B∗ +D∗ + TD∗ + PR∗ = C∗ (19)
where C∗ = 4/3, A∗ is the term associated to turbulent transfer, B∗ to molecular effects, D∗ is
the inhomogeneous (‘decay’) term along the streamwise direction x, TD∗ is the turbulent diffusion and
PR∗ is the production term.
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Figure 17: Scale-by-scale kinetic energy budget for the MuSTI device. Term A∗ (magenta); Term B∗
(red); Term D∗ (blue); Term A∗ +B∗ +D∗ (green). The black solid line represents the value of 4/3.
It is straightforward to show that, in the context of homogeneous turbulence, the large-scale limit
of Equation (18) is Equation (12). At the streamwise position investigated here, and as previously
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emphasized, the effect of turbulent diffusion compensates that of turbulent production, and therefore
the 1-point energy budget equation reduces to Equation (15), in which only the decay effect has to be
taken into account. In this context, we consider that TD∗+PR∗ ≈ 0, which leads to only consider the
decay effect, as it is the case in decaying grid turbulence.
Terms A∗, B∗, D∗ and C∗ are calculated for the MuSTI injector, at the position x/Lm = 0.6, where
the total kinetic energy is maximum, and after which the energy decay is representative of the flow.
These terms are represented in Figure 17, as functions of r/η. Term B∗, representing energy transferred
via molecular effects, is only present at small scales, and is negligible for large scales. Note also that
for the dissipative range domain, term B∗ equilibrates C∗ = 4/3, in agreement with the definition of
ǫh. Term A
∗ is important for an intermediate range of scales (RSR), and negligible for both very small
and very large scales. At this Reynolds number (Reλ ≈ 220), term A∗ does not balance C∗, signifying
that the energy transfer is not only performed by turbulent advection. Large-scale (here, decay) effect
represented by term D∗ is increasingly important for larger and larger scales. It equilibrates term A∗
in the middle of the RSR, and it is significantly larger for scales equal and larger than the integral
scale. It equilibrates by itself term C∗ for the largest scales of the flow, in agreement with Equation
(12). Finally, A∗ + B∗ +D∗ (green curve) equilibrates term C∗ reasonably well over the whole range
of scales, with smaller values (20% lower) for the RSR scales, and larger (10%) for the largest scales
of the RSR. This disagreement is attributable to the effect of turbulent diffusion and production (not
considered here) and also to departures from local isotropy.
We conclude here on the cold flow configuration saying that
(i) the large-scales of the flow remain controlled by the largest plate, i.e. by the spanwise interaction
distance.
(ii) the small-scales are intensified in terms of energy and their range is broadened by the multi-scale
injection thanks to the enhancement of the energy transfer term.
iii) the MuSTI device roughly behaves as a grid turbulence starting with x/Lm = 0.6 position, for
which all the shear layers are well mixed, global and local isotropy hold well, and the energy
production is swept by turbulent diffusion. As far as the MoSTI device is concerned, the same
analysis (developed in the context of locally isotropic turbulence), does not hold as well and
therefore is not reported here.
The issue we address in the following is the influence of the multi-scale energy injection mode onto
the interaction between combustion and intense homogeneous and isotropic turbulence.
4.5 Interaction with premixed combustion
The following part is dedicated to the qualitative and quantitative description of the interaction between
the turbulence generated by both injectors and premixed combustion. For this purpose, an air/methane
mixture is used as working fluid with an equivalence ratio φ = 0.6. A V-shaped flame is attached on
a tiny heated rod located in the homogeneous and isotropic region of the flow determined from the
investigation in non-reactive configuration. The location xrod of the heated rod is given in Table 3 as
well as the main flow properties of the turbulent flow at the rod position.
Relatively to the jet interaction origin, the heated rod is almost located at the same position xrod/Lm
for both turbulence generators. At this location, the turbulent flow generated by both injectors is nearly
homogeneous and isotropic with comparable turbulence intensity level. However, the MuSTI injector
generates slightly smaller turbulent scales which are more energetic than those of the MoSTI device.
This property improves the ability of multi-scale generated turbulence to interact with the flame at both
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Injector xrodLm H I
√
q2/3
Uc
(%)
√
q2/3 (m/s) Λu(mm) λ(mm) η(mm) Rλ
MoSTI 1.45 0.03 1.18 14 0.58 9.1 1.5 0.10 64
MuSTI 1.34 0.04 1.14 18 0.88 6.6 1.3 0.08 85
Table 3: Main properties of the turbulent flow at the location of the heated rod.
large- and small-scales as evidenced by the examples of binary flame images obtained downstream both
injectors (see Figure 18). Although the turbulence statistics are comparable for both configurations,
one can notice an evident difference in the global shape of the flames. The wrinkling of the front
flame edges is clearly much larger for the MuSTI injector as testified by the turbulent flame brush and
the local extinctions allowing unburnt gases pockets to penetrate deeply inside the burnt gases. Such
phenomena are not visible for the MoSTI injector.
These differences partly result from the amplification of the turbulence intensity as reported in
previous works (e.g. [31], [32]). Combining this effect with the reduction of turbulent length-scales can
also affect significantly the flame stretch [33] by acting of both strain rate and flame curvature.
The competition between the chemical reaction rate and the turbulence is characterised by:
1. the ratio between the integral time-scale τt = Λu/
√
q2/3 and the chemical time-scale τc for the
large-scale turbulence.
2. the ratio between the chemical time-scale τc and the Kolmogorov time τη = η/uη (with uη =
(νǫ)1/4 the Kolmogorov velocity) for the small-scale turbulence .
The chemical time-scale τc is defined as the ratio between the laminar flame thickness δ
0
L (estimated
from the maximal temperature gradient δ0L =
Tb−Tu
(∇T )max
with Tu the temperature in fresh gases and Tb
the temperature of burnt gases) and the laminar flame speed S0L [34]. These parameters are reported
in Table 4 for our methane/air mixture with an equivalence ratio φ = 0.6. The large-scale dynamic
ratio can be expressed via Damköhler number
Da =
Λu
δ0L
S0L√
q2/3
(20)
while the small-scale dynamic ratio is represented by the Karlovitz number
Ka =
(√
q2/3
S0L
)3/2 (
Λu
δ0L
)−1/2
(21)
These numbers are given in Table 4 for both injectors.
Injector φ S0L (m/s)
a δ0L (mm)
b Ka Da
MoSTI 0.6 0.11 1.02 4.09 1.68
MuSTI 0.6 0.11 1.02 8.82 0.81
Table 4: Main chemical properties of the fuel-air mixture. a estimated from [35]. b estimated from [36].
The MuSTI device shortens both large- and small-scale turbulent times compared to the chemical
time as testified by the decrease of Damköhler number Da and the increase of Karlovitz number Ka
(by a factor ≈ 2).
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Figure 18: Examples of instantaneous binary flame images recorded downstream the MoSTI injector
(left hand-side) and the MuSTI injector (right hand-side).
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Figure 19: Transverse profiles of the mean progress variable 〈C〉 at various distances from the heated
rod downstream the MoSTI injector (a) and the MuSTI injector (b). Symbols: •, (x− xrod)/M3 = 1;
⋄, (x− xrod)/M3 = 1.5; ⋆, (x− xrod)/M3 = 2; , (x− xrod)/M3 = 2.5;
One of the main consequences of the turbulent dynamics amplification by multi-scale injection mode
is to increase the flame wrinkling as illustrated in Figure 18. This phenomenon can be quantified by the
flame brush thickness δt which is evaluated from the profile of the Reynolds average progress variable
〈C〉. This mean progress variable distribution corresponds to a map of flame front presence probability.
It is obtained from instantaneous binarized images (C = 0 in fresh gases and C = 1 in burnt gases),
representing the instantaneous map of the progress variable. It is important to notice that the spatial
resolution of the tomography technique is not good enough to investigate the local flame structure. We
restrict therefore the discussion on the global properties of the flame, i.e. at large-scale. In this way, we
implicitly assume that the flame front is thin with respect to the spatial resolution of the measurements.
In Figures 19(a) and 19(b), we report the profiles of the mean progress variable 〈C〉 measured at
several distances from the heated rod for the MoSTI and the MuSTI injectors respectively. These
figures evidence the flame expansion with the distance from the heated rod. For the MuSTI injector,
one can remark that the maximum of the mean progress variable 〈C〉max remains lower than unity
and tends towards 1 with increasing streamwise distance. This behaviour cannot be attributed to
measurements uncertainties but is related to the strong wrinkling induced by the multi-scale forcing.
The flame brush thickness δt has been computed from the mean progress variable 〈C〉 profiles
according to [37]:
1
δt
=
(
∂ 〈C〉
∂y
)
max
(22)
In the case of the MuSTI injector, the mean progress variable profiles have been normalized by
〈C〉max as suggested by Lipatnikov & Chomiak [38]. The flame brush thickness δt scaled by the
integral scale Λu is plotted against the dimensionless distance from the flame-holder
x−xrod
M3
in Figure
20(a) for both injectors. As expected, the flame brush thickness δt increases versus x. Moreover, the
flame brush thickness δt is increased by about 30% for the MuSTI injector confirming the amplification
of the flame wrinkling compared to the MoSTI device.
The growth of the flame brush thickness δt can be described by the Taylor’s turbulent diffusion
approach (see e.g. the review article from Lipatnikov & Chomiak [38]) expressed as:
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Figure 20: (a) Streamwise variation of the normalized flame brush thickness δt/Λu vs. the dimensionless
distance from the heated rod x−xrodM3 . (b) Comparison with the Taylor’s turbulent diffusion law (dashed
line) given in equation 23. Symbols: ◦, MoSTI injector; ⋆, MuSTI injector.
δt =
√
2πΛu
{
2
(
t
τL
)[
1−
(τL
t
)(
1− e−t/τL
)]}1/2
(23)
where t is the elapsed time from the source (heated rod) and τL =
Λu
u′ (with u
′ the axial root-
mean square velocity) [39] is the Lagrangian integral time-scale. The comparison between the flame
brush thickness δt evolution and the Taylor’s turbulent diffusion law is given in Figure 20(b) for both
injectors. Experimental data fairly well collapse on diffusion law of Equation (23) indicating that the
flame brush is mainly controlled by the large-scale turbulence surrounding the flame. Our results are
in good agreement with those reported by Goix & al. [40] and Renou & al. [32] in grid-generated
turbulence for various flammable mixtures.
We conclude this section by presenting the expected area covered by the flame generated downstream
the MoSTI injector and the MuSTI device in Figure 21. The reported point are computed from the
turbulence parameters evaluated at the position xrod (see Table 3) and the chemical properties of the
mixture we have used (see Table 4). For comparison, experimental results obtained by Dunn & al. [7]
for a piloted jet burner, O’Young & Bilger [5] for bluff-boby and Dinkelacker & al. [6] for swirl flow
are also reported. The flame generated downstream the MoSTI is expected to be in the distributed
region, whilst that of the MuSTI device is expected to reach the well-stirred reactor region. The latter
is only accessible to highly turbulent flows such as jets [7] or bluff-body [5] turbulence which are flows
where homogeneity and isotropy assumptions are far to be fulfilled unlike the turbulent flow generated
by the MuSTI injector. However, a straightforward interpretation of these results might be risky.
Indeed, combustion diagrams are mainly based on dimensional phenomenology as well as empirical
considerations. This means that the frontiers between premixed flame regimes are not so obvious due
to the complex interactions between combustion and turbulence.
In the frame of the present study, we cannot reveal the real impact of the multi-scale injection
onto the local flame front properties although the flame structure seems to be largely influenced by the
MuSTI device. One might expect that the latter, by reducing and reinforcing the turbulent small-scales,
would enable them to compete against heat release which enhances dissipation via viscous effects [9].
This process might favour the penetration of the turbulent small-scales into the flame leading therefore
to the thickening of the pre-heated zone. In future, we aim to extend the present work on resolved
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Figure 21: Location of the expected flames in the combustion diagram. Present work : (•) MuSTI
injector, (⋆) MoSTI injector. (×) Dunn & al. [7], (+) O’Young & Bilger [5], (⊲) Dinkelacker & al. [6].
investigation of the flame front by using Rayleigh scattering technique [36] in order to check the influence
of the multi-scale injection onto the flame thickness, especially the pre-heated zone.
5 Conclusions
The turbulent flow produced by a new kind of turbulence generator, and its interaction with premixed
combustion, has been experimentally investigated. This original injector is made of a combination of
three perforated plates shifted in space such that both their hole’s diameter and their blockage ratio
increase with increasing distance. This device enables a delayed multi-scale injection of energy which
has been compared with a reference mono-scale injector (individual perforated plate). This qualitative
and quantitative comparison has been performed in both a cold and a reactive flow.
5.1 Main conclusions in the cold flow configuration
Our results leads to the following observations for the MuSTI injector:
(i) the homogeneous and isotropic region is reached ’earlier’, by about 50%, with isotropy level
comparable to standard grid-generated turbulence.
(ii) The merging length Lm, which corresponds to the jet interaction origin, is found to be the relevant
length-scale characterizing the streamwise variation of the turbulent flow.
(iii) The homogeneous and isotropic region is characterised by much larger turbulent intensity (≈ 15%)
than standard grid-generated turbulence.
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(iv) Due to the multi-scale injection, the turbulent kinetic energy supply is distributed over the whole
range of scales (large till the smallest) as emphasized by second-order structure functions.
(v) In the decay region, the turbulent energy transfer at a given scale r is enhanced, as underlined
by the third-order structure function −〈∆u(∆q)2〉.
The scenario we propose for explaining these results is intimately connected to the intrinsic concept
of our multi-scale energy injector. Indeed, the turbulence genesis of the multi-scale injector is done
gradually, over a much longer distance than the MoSTI (for which, the turbulence injection is only
done along the plate thickness). Indeed, for the MuSTI injector, the turbulence birth begins 45mm
(= 3.5M1 + 3.5M2) upstream the inlet of the wind tunnel. Along this distance the turbulence is
gradually reinforced. In connection with the particular energy injection mode (stagnating the flow
over a large surface), fluctuations of u along x are principally created in a first time. The fact that
this energy supply is done progressively in the flow, the fluctuating velocity u has enough ’time/space’
to feed the other two fluctuating velocity components v and w. Therefore, the multi-scale injector
significantly enhances transverse fluxes accelerating the spatial redistribution of energy, and therefore
reaching homogeneity and isotropy more rapidly.
Besides the enhancement of transverse exchanges at large-scale, our work shows that the multi-
scale injection reinforces the small-scales by accelerating and amplifying the energy transfer. This
result might be interpreted as a turbulent cascade by-pass.
5.2 Main conclusions in the reactive flow configuration
The interaction of premixed combustion and turbulence generated by multi-scale and mono-scale in-
jector has been qualitatively investigated by front flame visualization. The multi-scale generated tur-
bulence strongly increases the wrinkling of the flame edge provoking local extinctions and propagation
of unburnt pockets in the burnt gases. This observation is confirmed by the 30% increase of the flame
brush thickness. The flame produced downstream the multi-scale injector is expected to reach flame
regime unaccessible to standard grid-generated turbulence in the combustion diagram. This regime
requires highly turbulent level which are usually incompatible with homogeneity and isotropy. The
multi-scale injector overcomes these drawbacks by fulfilling the aforementioned conditions. However,
due to experimental restrictions, our analysis of flame properties cannot reveal the real influence of
the multi-scale injection onto the local flame front. Future works will be specifically dedicated to the
investigation of the local flame front, in particular the interaction between the multi-scale generated
turbulence and the pre-heated zone.
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